INDOOR SHOOTING SYSTEM

Before proceeding always make sure the firearm is unloaded and pointed in a safe direction.

Before proceeding, please make sure to CAREFULLY read the warning seen in the section “IMPORTANT CAUTIONS FOR MUZZLE LOADING SHOOTING” in this booklet.

LOADING

DO NOT USE ANY KIND OF POWDER!!

1) Loading your .44 caliber gun, put first the 0,12mm (005”) patch USA 0545 on the muzzle, then the ball USA 570-44U and with the help of the ramrod push them to the barrel’s bottom. You may either use the wood ramrod equipping your gun, paying attention to apply enough strength correctly addressed to avoid the ramrod breaking on the long run. Alternatively we offer the aluminium ramrod USA 348-07.

2) Unscrew and remove the cover of the USA 068 nipple which you will have already assembled to the gun, see picture (A). Insert the #209 primer, as seen in the picture (B). Complete by screwing the nipple cover (C) back.

CLEANING

The #209 primers build up a considerable amount of foul making the barrel dirty and causing the ball to get stuck after some shots, therefore we recommend to clean the barrel every 5–10 shots. Use a cleaning patch on to the ramrod jag to rub the inside of the barrel.

CONVERTING BACK TO THE #11 CAPS NIPPLE

When you want to use your gun with lead balls and black powder, it is necessary to assemble the normal nipple for #11 caps, our code USA470, tightening it with the wrench USA016.